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On the Oldest Photons Phenomenon 
 

(Updated: April  22, 2010) 
 

The existence of relict photons circumnavigating the entire Universe is 
predicted using a new cosmological model. The CMBR correlation spectrum 
properties at  ℓ < 10 are explained. 

 
1. Introduction 
 

Starting in 1997, a new cosmological model [Shulman, 2006, 2007a, 2007b, 
2007c, 2007d] called the Spherical Expanding Universe Theory (SEUT) has been 
developed. In the SEUT model, our Universe presents an expanding spherical 3D 
surface in a (purely Euclidean) 4D continuum. The 4D sphere’s increasing radius 
produces the direct and exclusive measure of Time, because the Universe’s age is 
directly proportional to the current radius. In the cited publications the theoretical 
background and a number of new results are considered.  

The SEUT model allows us to solve a number of famous cosmological problems 
(maximal speed, Universe horizon and flatness, cosmological constant, CMBR dipole 
anisotropy) and to make some new predictions that can be compared with real 
astrophysical observations. Particularly, it makes it possible to describe quantitatively 
the low Supernovae luminosity effect without use of the cosmological constant 
[Shulman, 2007c], which prejudices a Universal accelerated expansion in the current 
epoch.  

This new model concept allowed one of us (G. R.) to predict one more possible 
phenomenon. It turns out that the “oldest” relict photons are able to make a complete 
“universal tour” and return to us after 13.7 billons years from the opposite side of the 
sky. This phenomenon may explain some properties of the CMBR spectra. 

 
2. Effect essence 
 

In the SEUT model any immovable body “drifts” along a radius of a 4D expanding 
sphere. The 3D distances between different immovable points of the spherical surface 
increase as the Hubble law requires, and the angle Θ between the corresponding 4D 
radii remains constant. 
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However, when we consider a body moving in 3D, then the angle Θ increases too. 

In the case of the velocity of light, the moving point displacement increases by dr when 



the 4D radius r rises by dr, and displaces an angle  dΘ = dr/r (see Fig. 1). If one 
calculates the integral he finds that this angle is equal to  

 
Θ = ln (r2 / r1) 

 
as the Universal radius changes from r1 to r2. 

Now we are able to find the value of Θ as the Universe expanded from the last 
scattering surface (z ~ 1100) up to now (z = 0). This value is equal to ln(r2/r1) = 7.00, so 
the “overlap” is (see Fig. 2): 

 
ΔΘ = 7.00 - 6.28 = 0.72 (rad), 

 
or about 41?. In other words, the “oldest” photons have freely circumnavigated the entire 
Universe, and have returned to us from the opposite side of sky (a la F. Magellan).  This 
leads to additional photon intensity in the CMBR spectrum. 

 
3. Effect manifestation and results discussion 
 
Are we able to observe such effects in real existence?  Modern astrophysics observes 
an experimental autocorrelation in the CMBR spectrum (see WMAP’s data on Fig. 3). It 
demonstrates a correlation between temperatures of different sky areas depending on  
domain sizes. More precisely, this function argument is a multipole number ℓ ~ π/θ, 

where θ is the angular domain size. The maximal peak in Fig. 3 corresponds to ℓ ~ 200, 
i.e. to the modern angular size (~ 0.6?) of the last scattering surface (see Fig. 3). 
 

  
Figure 3 [Dunkley et al., 2008] Figure 4 [Dunkley et al., 2008] 

 
As it was noted above (see Fig. 2), the angular overlapping ΔΘ for the oldest 

photons is up to 0.72 radians (41?). Such angular size should correspond to                    
ℓ ~ 3.14/0.72 = 4.4. The theoretical dependence at ℓ < 25 corresponds to the so called 
Sachs-Wolfe Plateau and presents a flat domain. However, we see in Fig. 4 (initial part 
of spectrum) that the experimental peaks  occur just at ℓ ~ 3?7 (the authors [Dunkley et 
al., 2008] present the different versions of data treatment).  

In addition to the autocorrelation temperature spectrum there is a correlation 
between the temperature and E-polarization fluctuations (see the experimental  WMAP 
data on Fig.’s 5, 6). At  ℓ ~ 3?9 the plot’s properties are close to those of Fig.’s 3, 4. 



The theoretical predictions are shown on Fig.’s 5, 6 by continuous lines. The data 
publishers note that the experimental dependence essentially differs from the theoretical 
prediction at ℓ < 20. One can explain this fact using the hypothesis that some ionized 
environment exists between the current epoch and the one at z ~ 20. However, this 
implies a very complicated ionization dependence on time. It was also noted that the 
model criterion  is very large and gives the correctness probability value not more 
than 3-5%. 

In our opinion, the SEUT oldest photon phenomenon produces a better 
explanation of the CMBR correlation spectra. 

 
 

 

  

       Figure 5 [Spergel  et al., 2003]        Figure 6 [Spergel  et al., 2003] 
 

4. Comparison with ΛCDM-models  
 

It is instructive to compare the SEUT’s predictions with the standard ΛCDM-
model’s ones. The latter states (see [Palash, 1999]), that the link between attained 
Universe dimensionless enlargement y=a/a0 and dimensionless time H0t after Big Bang 
is given by 
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Here a(t) is the Universe size at a time t, index “0” denotes the actual values of the 
Universe size a and Hubble parameter, so y(t0) = 1. The parameters Ωm and ΩΛ denote 
the fractions of the matter density and Λ-component. The results of numerical 
calculation are presented in the Fig. 7. As one can see, the Universe dimensionless age 
H0t is also near to 1 for the ΛCDM-model at the well-known “optimal” values (ΩΛ=0.75 
and Ωm=0.25). 
  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   Figure 7. 
 

On the other hand, one can present “the Universe full fly-around angle“ for any 
model as 
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We can approximate this integral by the sum   

Θ(H0t) = (c/a0)/H0
t

0
[Δ(H0τ)/y(H0τ)], 

where one should sum over successive (enough small) time intervals. These ones do 
not need to be equal one to another, it is more opportune to select the uniform steep 
over y(H0τ). 

The dimensionless factor preceding the sum sign contains the actual values of 
the Hubble parameter H0 (that is determined by astrophysical data) and the absolute 
Universe size a0. As we do not know the real value of a0, this factor is determined by the 
time when the fraction (a/a0) attains 1 at a selected cosmological model (see Fig. 7 and 
Table 1). 

Table 1 

 
The results of numerical calculations of Θ (“angular” particle horizon) are shown 

in Fig. 8. As it easy to see, for both versions of the ΛCDM-model the angle Θ increases 
along the same curve (however, the domains of this curve are limited by different 
Universe ages).  

Model H0t0 (c/a0)/H0 Θ(H0t0), rad 
SEUT 1 1 7.00 
ΛCDM //   ΩΛ= 0,       Ωm= 1 0.6672 1.4988 2.93 
ΛCDM //   ΩΛ= 0.75,  Ωm= 0.25 1.0143 0.9859 3.42 



The revealed angle values for ΛCDM-models exclude practically any possibility 
of the oldest photons effect manifestation in the CMBR spectrum. Only in the SEUT 
does the curve transverse the critical level 2π (the dotted line in Fig. 8). Note, that the 
large difference between SEUT and  ΛCDM-models appears during the initial 10% of 
expansion time. 

 
                                                      Figure 8. 
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